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47 [New York: Burt Franklin, n.d.]).
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COMMENTARY

t
AN ART HISTORICAL RESPONSE TO
"GAY STUDIES AND FEMINISM: A MEDIEVALIST'S PERSPECTIVE"l

*

I. Survey o/the literature
Art history, traditionally more conservative than other humanities disciplines, is only
at the beginning stages of gay studies, and, as with feminist research, the focus has been
primarily on modern art. Yet a few authors have examined art in the context of medieval
homosexuality.2 In 1976, nene Forsyth devoted an article to an early twelfth-century
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capital of Ganymede from V ezelay, which, she argued, served as a warning against
monks who sexually abused oblate boys.3 In 1979, the historian Andrew MCCall
illustrated his book The Medieval Underworld with two Gothic illuminations of Dante's
Inferno, which show homosexuals in hell, but MCCall did not even mention the images in
his text. 4 In 1980, the historian Boswell, in his ground-breaking study of medieval
homosexuality, referred briefly to a handful of images dating from the twelfth through the
fourteenth centuries: miniatures of mating hyenas and weasels, a sculpted pair of
acrobats, another of Christ and St. John, and the Ganymede capital from Vezelay.5
Boswell's lead was taken up by specialists in Italian Renaissance art,6 but not by
historians of medieval art.7
Since Boswell's study, only Michael Camille has explored medieval images of
homosexuality. In 1989, he discussed in passing a pair of roundels in a Bible moralisee
dated c. 1220-30. One shows the Fall of Humanity, with Eve tempted by a femaleheaded serpent. Below, the moralization of this roundel is illustrated by a scene of devils
inciting two couples, one male, the other female. The accompanying text makes clear
that both miniatures represent sins of the mouth; Camille observes that such images
served as propaganda in the Church's war against homosexual acts. 9 In 1992, Camille
briefly referred to bas-de-page illustrations in the Rutland Psalter that show "naked men
exposing their buttocks to the phallic thrust of arrows and letters."!O

II. Is there a "lack of data" ?
The scarcity of gay studies of medieval art might suggest a lack of imagery, but the
real problem is that such images have been ignored. Even the few that have been noted,
have not been examined in depth. For example, when Camille discusses the roundel of
the two homosexual couples in the Bible moralisee, he fails to describe the figures, their
poses, or the setting. He states that the lesbians lie "in bed,"ll but in fact they do not lie
on a proper bed. Beds are rendered in the manuscript as solid pieces of furniture, with
bedposts that raise them above the floor, but the roundel shows each couple lying on a
sort of blanket thrown on the ground. The only other bedding of this type in the
manuscript appears in a miniature of Boaz and Ruth sleeping in the field. Are the samesex couples shown outdoors? Could this be a sign of their illicit activity? This sort of
close observation has been lacking in discussions of images of homosexuals. In a later
article, Camille wrongly identifies a couple as lesbians. In fact, one sports the short,
cropped haircut typical of male figures.!2
Many images of homosexuals in the Bibles moralisees remain completely
unexplored. One folio shows bishops first embracing young boys, and then rejecting
them as they tum to Christ. The accompanying text relates that the "prelates and bishops
... repented of their sins ... [and] Jesus redeems them and throws them out of sodomy and
they throw over the boys and leave them behind."!3 Such images support Simon Gaunt's
contention that representations of homosexuals often grew out of clerical circles.!4 The
Bibles moralisees express official ecclesiastical ideology, which was particularly
concerned with the sexual sins of the clergy. One illumination of homosexuals in hell
consists only of clergymen, mostly monks and one bishop.u
Some images of hyenas, weasels, and Ganymede have never been published in the
context of medieval homosexuality. An especially intriguing example is a bronze vessel
of the early twelfth century that is engraved with two episodes of the Ganymede myth.!6
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In the first scene, the eagle clutches the frowning youth. In the second, a smiling
Ganymede serves as cupbearer in heaven. This vessel may express the same positive
ideas that Boswell demonstrated were associated with Ganymede in the twelfth century.
One neglected area of investigation is bas-de-page miniatures. These include such
subjects as one man shooting a spear at another man's bare rear end. Other themes
include "poles aimed at hindquarters," and two men "handling genitals."!7 Apparently
innocuous scenes, such as men playing chess, may refer to homosexual activity. The
game is used to signify erotic activity with heterosexual lovers and in one bas-de-page.
the devil seizes a figure who is playing chess with his male companion, wearing only his
underpants.!8
Besides the neglect of individual images, no one has studied the representation of
homosexuals as a group: images of the Old Testament stories of Lot and the Levite's
wife, the ancient myth of Ganymede, Dante's Inferno, hyenas and weasels,!9 bas-de-page
miniatures, and miniatures of embracing homosexuals that appear in the Bibles
moralisees. Only such a broad study can produce a better understanding of how
medieval society represented homosexuals. Clearly, medieval society linked these
themes. For example, the text for the hyena in one Physi%gus manuscript was
illustrated with a scene of Lot barring the Sodornites.20 Seen in the context of other
images, the roundel of the same sex couples in the Bible mora/isee is strikingly different.
Unlike images of eagles, hyenas, and weasels, the couples are shown in human form, and
unlike the sculpture of acrobats, and Christ and St. John, their sexual activity is made
quite clear. The chin-chuck gesture of one of the lesbians is a common sign of erotic
activity2! and the couples' loving glances, embracing arms, and intertwined legs leave no
doubt on the matter.

III. How do gay studies and feminist ones diverge?
Clearly, gay studies and feminist ones can build on one another, but occasionally
their aims conflict. To begin with, scholars who focus on the depiction of homosexuals
have discussed only images of males. 22 Boswell states, for example, that "several
Western manuscripts pictured two hyenas - presumably both male - embracing one
another."23 Why are they both presumed to be male?
Secondly, gay studies have shown a difference in emphasis when interpreting scenes
of sexual violence. Forsyth terms the subject of the Vezelay sculpture the "Rape of
Ganymede," and underlies its violence and terror. Boswell, on the other hand, refers to it
as the "abduction of Ganymede" and downplays Forsyth's suggestion that the capital
refers to contemporary sexual abuse of boys.24 Saslow, in his study of Renaissance
images of Ganymede, also tends to view the theme in the classical tradition, as one in
which a dominant male forces his attentions on another.25 Feminist scholars have
recognized in the Greco-Roman tradition of "heroic rape" the glorification of sexual
violence. 26
This is in no way to deny the enormous contribution made by Boswell and other
proponents of gay studies, who have shed light on previously unexplored areas on
medieval history and culture. Their contribution will be of critical importance as feminist
scholarship begins to grow.
Diane Wolfthal, Manhattanville College
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